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Abstract: This paper investigates the discourse competence of the Sudanese EFL university learners.The main objective is to evaluate and assess the students’ ability to produce unified and meaningfultexts. 98 Sudanese EFL students from Faculty of different Sudanese Universities served as subjects forthe study. Two instruments were employed for data collection: a questionnaire and audio-recordedconversations. Results revealed that the students had some difficulties in producing coherent andmeaningful texts. The linguistic forms they used were very limited, which did not show anysophisticated use of language. Results also revealed that the students were not well-acquainted withturn-taking rules during conversation. In their responses to the questionnaires, they reported a verygood command of cohesive devices in the process of producing coherent discourse events, whichappeared to be incorrect. However, they were able to use simple language to expand certain pointsinto meaningful stretches of language. In addition, some students were able to demonstrate an abilityto engage into the production and interpretation of unified and meaningful discourse. Nevertheless,the analysis suggests that the students under study are still far from being competent as far asdiscourse competence is concerned.
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INTRODUCTIONThe ability to communicate effectively inEnglish is one of the factors that are highlyappreciated in workplace. Being goodcommunicator in English is an indicator forthe success in the tasks performed byemployees. That is why in many jobannouncements fluency in the Englishlanguage is regarded as one of the factorsthat are used for rating applicants. Morrealeet al. (2000) state that as individuals becomemature and working adults, communicationcompetence continues to be essential.Communication skills are required in mostoccupations. Employers identifycommunication as one of the basiccompetencies every graduate should have,asserting that the ability to communicate isvaluable for obtaining employment and

maintaining successful job performance. Tobe given a job, the applicants must be withoral and writing competence so that theyperform well and demonstrate success inteamwork. This situation does also exist inSudan. In many instances, speaking andwriting in English fluently is considered as agate keeper for success and employment. Sodeveloping students' discourse competence isvery important. Students are expected to bewith good skills in communicating in Englishby the time they have finished theiruniversity education. They will not manage todo so unless they have a good knowledge ofthe features that contribute to the productionof effective and interpretable discourse.Hymes (1972) proposes that discoursecompetence accounts for students'knowledge of the ways discourse is
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Exploring Sudanese EFLUniversity Learners' Discourse Competencesequenced and the ability to structurediscourse effectively. So it is the knowledge ofrules regarding the cohesion and coherenceof various types of discourse. Canale andSwain (1980) emphasize that rules ofdiscourse are crucial in interpretingutterances for social meaning, particularlywhen the literal meaning of an utterancedoes not lead to the speaker’s intention easily.Discourse competence entails knowledge ofhow language is used in social settings toperform different communicative functions.Further, discourse competence deals withhow utterances are used in more coherentand unified fashion to perform differentcommunicative functions in different socialcontexts. Therefore, it is the mastery of howto combine grammatical forms and meaningsto achieve certain communicative purposesin some social situations. DiscourseCompetence can be seen as the ability tounderstand, create and develop forms of thelanguage that are longer than sentences withthe appropriate cohesion, coherence andrhetorical organization to combine ideas.Turn taking is a very important factor inthe instances of any discourse event. Sacks etal. (1974) state that people take turns whenthey are selected or nominated by the currentspeaker, or if no one is selected, they speak oftheir own accord ("self-selection"). If neitherof these conditions applies, the person who iscurrently speaking may continue. Sacks et alalso suggest that a turn can be taken at anypoint of the conversation, yet a smooth turnshift occurs at a transition-relevance place,when a speaker expects to yield the floor andthe listener is ready to accept the new role.Violating the transition-relevance principlewill disrupt the discourse throughinterruptions. It must be noted that even ifthey can indeed materialize through overlaps,interruptions should be distinguished fromnatural overlapping. As noted by Freemanand McElhinny (1996) “to understand anyoverlap as an interruption is to argue that theconversational norm is one speaker at a time”.Students need to be taught when and howthey can intervene when being involved in aconversation.

Cohesion is concerned with relationshipboth within and beyond the sentence.Cohesive categories are functional categories,though of course realized in lexical,grammatical and other forms (Wingard,1981). For Martin (1992) cohesion is one ofthe text properties that contribute to theorganisation of discourse. The same viewheld by Hoey (1991), who notes thatcohesion may be crudely defined as the waycertain words or grammatical features of asentence can be used to create connectedsentences within a sequence. Halliday andHasan (1976) note that cohesion researchfocuses on a comprehensive examination ofsystematic devices used to connect thesurface form of texts. It is the surfacemanifestation of the underlying relations thatbind a text. While cohesion does not providea full account of the textual interpretation ofa text, it is an important indicator. ForHalliday and Hasan, the organisation of text isrealized (in large part) in the relations amongsemantic and grammatical items in the text.These items are referred to as cohesive ties.Cohesive devices are divided into five broadclasses: conjunction; reference; substitution;ellipsis; and lexical cohesion. Cohesivedevices play a crucial role in holding a texttogether. They provide means for linking thesurface text structure. Grabe and Kaplan(1996) argue that cohesive devices reflectboth the communicative intentions and thechoices made by the author in structuresused and in the linear ordering of the text.Coherence is the quality of creating aunified and solid text which makesunderstanding and interpretation easy forthe audience. Thornbury (2005) points outthat coherence is the capacity of a text tomake sense. An incoherent text does notmake sense, however closely connected itsindividual utterances might be. Coherence isthe quality that the listener/reader derivesfrom text. Beck et al. (1991) argue thatcoherence as a theoretical construct in textstructure refers to the underlying relationsthat hold between assertions (orpropositions) and how these assertionscontribute to the overall discourse theme (ormacro-structure). This set of relations
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Indonesian EFL Journal, Volume 1 (1) January 2015ISSN 2252-7427assumes that coherent text will be unified byone overarching theme, whether stated orimplicit. It is coherence in text structurewhich allows the listener/reader to build amodel of comprehension (Garnham 1991,Singer 1990). Thus it is the responsibility ofthe speaker to attach the aspect of coherenceto the text he/she is creating in order toconvey the message in a way that meets theaudience expectations. The speaker whowishes to communicate his/her thoughts totheir audience successfully must produce acoherent piece of discourse.Thornbury (2005) points out thatcoherence is usually approached from twolevels: micro and the macro. At the micro-level, the audience have certain expectationsof how the proposition (the meaning) of anutterance or a sentence is likely to bedeveloped. When these expectations are met,the emerging text will seem to be coherent.At the macro-level coherence is enhanced if: a)the audience can easily discern what the textis about, b) the text is organised in a way thatanswers listener/reader's likely questionsand c) the text is organised in a way that isfamiliar to the audience. Brown and Yule(1983) followingWiddowson (1973) suggestthat coherence is the result ofconventionalized knowledge and sequenceswhich a reader/hearer will be able to callupon to impose a coherent frame onto amessage. Yule and Brown continue thatcoherence is essentially the creation of thereader/listener rather than a product of thetext. So, it is not created in the text itself, butin the reader/listener's ability to call uponcertain shared conventionalized knowledge.
METHOD
ParticipantsThe participants in this study included98 Sudanese EFL students who are takingEnglish as their major at three Sudaneseuniversities - Sudan University of Science andTechnology, Alneelain university and Kassalauniversity. The students come from differentregions of Sudan. This means they can betaken as a sample for the Sudanese EFLUniversity learners' community. The studentsare believe to use English effectively by the

time they have finished their universityeducation. They are expected to contribute tothe development of their local communitieswhich leads to the development of thecountry as a whole. The courses theparticipants took at university are believed toequip themwith the knowledge necessary toperform successfully all the sort of the jobsthat require command of English. However,some researchers believe that theparticipants are not competent to the extentthat they can provide data reliable forresearch work. English in Sudan is notpractised by the students outside lecturerooms. It is not used by the students in theirdaily social life. English is only a universitysubject that is taught and practised in thelecture room.
InstrumentsTwo tools were used to collect the data forthis paper: a questionnaire, and an audio-recorded interview. Adopting two differentinstruments for data collection helps theresearchers get a comprehensive view on theresponses provided by the respondents.Observing students' actual performance willreveal the facts that cannot be obtainedthrough the questionnaire. So, the reasonbehind having these two tools for datacollection is to have reliable data that canyield reasonable results.
The questionnaireThe questionnaire designed to collectthe data for this study was based basically onthe Common European Framework ofReference for Languages (2001). Thisemerges as a serious step to conduct anefficient and useful study. The questionnairewas designed to collect information abouthow Sudanese university learners evaluateand assess their discourse competence. It isalso to let students consider the sort of thefactors that they need in order to produceand understand meaningful andcommunicative discourse. The questionnairealso represents a tool to collect informationabout students' ability to produce andinterpret unified and meaningful discourse.The questionnaire comprises four sections.
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Exploring Sudanese EFLUniversity Learners' Discourse CompetenceSection one is about students' flexibility inconstructing fluent and comprehensivediscourse. The second section tacklesstudents' competence in turn staking. Sectionthree deals with students' capacity to developand elaborate a particular theme intomeaningful stretches of language. The fourthsection involves students' knowledge of textcohesion and coherence.

The audio-recorded interviewThe interview was conducted with theparticipants to compare and contrast thefacts about students' discourse competenceand the facts that could be drawn from theiractual discourse. This is to be certain that thedata used for the paper is more reliable andrealistic.
FINDINGS & DISCUSSION
FlexibilityTable 1. Students' own appraisal of their ability to engage into a meaningful and comprehensive discourse

MedianNoYesItemNo 117.2%82.8%I can show great flexibility reformulating ideas clearlyaccording to different situations of use.1 1781 125.5%74.5%I have the ability to adjust what I say and the means ofexpressing it to the situation and the recipient.2 2573 141.5%58.5%I can normally adjust to the changes of direction, style andemphasis found in conversation.3 4157 223.4%76.6%I am able to vary formulation of what I want to say.4 2375 241.5%58.5%I can adapt my expression to deal with less routine, evendifficult, situations.5 4157 232.8%67.2%It is not difficult for me to exploit a wide range of simplelanguage flexibly to express much of what I want.6 3266 241.4%59.6%I can expand learned phrases through simple recombination oftheir elements.7 4058Most of the students claimed that theyhad the ability to formulate their ideasaccording to the situations. They held thatthey were able to modify their expressionsdue to the situations and recipients. Studentsassumed they could adjust to changesaccording to the directions, style andemphasis found in the conversation. Thesubjects of the study reported that they couldvary in the sort of the expressions theyproduced in order to convey their message.Further, the students stated that they had theability to adapt their expressions to deal withthe difficult situations. So it was easy forthem to use simple language with greatflexibility to express much of what theywanted to say. The subjects also reportedthat they could use the language they hadalready learned in new different situations.Analyzing the audio-recorded discourse ofthe students made it obvious that thestudents did not show any flexibility in theirdiscourse formulation and reformulation.

They could not show any ability to adjust tothe changes that occurs during conversation.
Turn takingTable 2 reveals that the students wereable to take the floor in a conversationeffectively. The table also shows that thestudents could select the suitable phrasefrom their linguistic repertoire to signal thatthey intended to take part in the conversation.The students believed that they were able toappropriately intervene in a discussion. Theyasserted that they could select the properlanguage in order to do so. The subjectsstated that they were competent to begin aconversation. They could keep on talking in asubtle fashion; and that they could end thediscourse appropriately. Moreover, the tablealso reveals that most of the students wereable to initiate, maintain and end thediscourse when they wish to do so. Results inthe table show that the participantsdepended on certain strategies to gain timeand keep their turn in the conversation while
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Indonesian EFL Journal, Volume 1 (1) January 2015ISSN 2252-7427thinking of how to proceed. They usedcertain linguistic expressions in order toachieve this. Results also show that most ofthe respondents took turn and participated inthe instances of discussing familiar topicsusing simple expressions. They were able toengage into a face-to-face conversationconcerning topics that are familiar and that ofpersonal interest. Studying the table, one canguess that the students were able to adoptsimple techniques to begin, keep or end a

short conversation. One can also see that theresults indicate the subjects' ability to asktheir audience for attention. The studentsreported that they were good at turn takingbut this appeared to be not true when theirdiscourse was studied and analysed. They didnot choose appropriate expressions tointervene. Furthermore, they did not leavethe current speaker end his/her turn andthen they intervene and began talking.
Table 2. Students' statement about their ability in turn taking

MedianNoYeasItemN
o 234.5%65.9%It is easy for me to select a suitable phrase from a readily available range ofdiscourse functions to preface my remarks appropriately in order to getthe floor.8 3464 230.8%69.2%I can intervene appropriately in discussion, exploiting appropriatelanguage to do so.9 3068 234.5%65.9%It is not difficult for me to initiate, maintain and end discourseappropriately with effective turn taking.10 3464 119.2%80.8%I can initiate discourse, take my turn when appropriate and endconversation when I need.11 1979 242.5%57.5%I can use stock phrases (e.g. ‘That’s a difficult question to answer’) to gaintime and keep the turn whilst formulating what to say.12 4256 231.9%68.1I have the ability to intervene in a discussion on a familiar topic, using asuitable phrase to get the floor.13 3167 230.8%69.2%I can initiate, maintain and close simple face-to-face conversation on topicsthat are familiar or of personal interest.14 3068 123.4%76.6%I am able to use simple techniques to start, maintain, or end a shortconversation.15 2375 227.7%72.3%I can appropriately ask for attention.16 2771

Thematic developmentTable 3. Students appraisal of their own ability to develop a topic into meaningful discourse.
MedianNoYeasItemNo 236.8%63.2%I can give elaborate descriptions and narratives, integrating sub-themes, developing particular points.17 3662 236.8%63.2%I can develop a clear description expanding and supporting my mainpoints with relevant supporting detail and examples.18 3662 243.6%56.4%I can fluently relate a straightforward description as a linear sequenceof points.19 4355 120.2%79.8%I have the ability to describe something in a simple list of points.20 2078The table above reveals that the studentscould describe and narrate any events veryappropriately. They could discuss anddevelop very complicated themes and sub-themes. They had the ability develop andelaborate any topic into a very successfulcommunicative event. Further, the tableshows that the participants were able to

support the claim they made withcomprehensive and detailed data. Thesubjects could move smoothly developing thediscourse in which they were engaged. Theycould elaborate it by smoothly moving frompoint to another. Analysis of the students'actual discourse shows that the studentswere not able to develop a particular theme
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Exploring Sudanese EFLUniversity Learners' Discourse Competenceinto a meaningful thought. They found it verydifficult to express what they felt about aparticular topic. However, the studentsreported that they had the ability to usesimple language to expand certain points intomeaningful stretches of language.

Cohesion and coherenceTable 4 reveals that the students coulduse cohesive devices to produce wellconnected piece of discourse. The table alsoshows that the students had the ability toproduce unified and coherent stretches oflanguage. They could connect these stretchesto produce interpretable and meaningfuldiscourse. The table also reveals that therespondents could use discourse makers todemonstrate the different relations that holdamong different ideas. The table makes it

clear that the students had the ability to use alimited set of cohesive devices to connect theideas they weave in their discourse whichresults in a clear and coherent discourse. Thetable also shows that the subjects could link aseries of short, discrete, simple elements intoa connected, linear sequence of points.Further, the table reports that theparticipants were able to use coordinatingconjunctions in order to produce effectivediscourse. Students' discourse seemed to lackin any sort of cohesive devices. In theirresponse to the questionnaire, therespondents claimed that they could make avery good use of cohesive devices in order tolink words and phrases into a coherent andunified discourse. But their actual discoursedid not reveal such a claim.
Table 4. Students evaluation of their own ability to produce a coherent and unified discourse.

MedianNoYesItemNo 236.8%63.2%I can create coherent and cohesive text making full and appropriateuse of a wide range of cohesive devices.21 3662 348.9%51.1%I can produce clear, smoothly flowing, well-structured speech, showingcontrolled use of organisational patterns, connectors and cohesivedevices.22 4850 119.2%80.8%I am able to use a variety of linking words efficiently to mark clearlythe relationships between ideas.23 1979 227.7%72.3%I have the ability to use a limited number of cohesive devices to linkmy utterances into clear, coherent discourse.24 2771 233.1%66.9%I can link a series of shorter, discrete simple elements into a connected,linear sequence of points.25 3365 226.6%73.4%I am able to use the most frequently occurring connectors to linksimple sentences in order to describe something as a simple list ofpoints.26 2672 118.1%81.9%I have ability to link groups of words with simple connectors like ‘and’,‘but’ and ‘because’.27 1880
CONCLUSIONAnalysing the audio-recorded discourseof the students made it obvious that thestudents did not show any flexibility in theirdiscourse formulation and reformulation.They could not demonstrate their ability toadjust to the changes that occurs duringconversation. The linguistic forms they usedwere very limited which did not show anysophisticated use of language. The studentsreported that they were good at turn takingbut this appeared to be not true when theirdiscourse was studied and analysed. Theparticipants did not choose appropriate

expressions to intervene. Furthermore, thesubjects ignored the techniques necessary forturn taking; they did not leave the currentspeaker end his/her turn before theyintervened and began talking. Analysis of thestudents' actual discourse also showed thatthe students were not able to develop aparticular theme into a meaningful thought.They found it very difficult to express whatthey felt about a particular topic.However, the students reported thatthey had the ability to use simple langue toexpand certain points into meaningfulstretches of language. Students' discourse
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Indonesian EFL Journal, Volume 1 (1) January 2015ISSN 2252-7427seemed to lack in any sort of cohesive devices.In their response to the questionnaire, therespondents claimed that they could make avery good use of cohesive devices in order tolink words and phrases into a coherent andunified discourse. But their actual discoursedid not reveal such a claim. Teachers need toprovide exercises which help studentsdevelop their communicative competence sothat they could produce effective discourse.They should train the students on how todevelop a particular topic into a meaningfulthought. Students need to believe that theskills necessary to engage into a successfulcommunication dictate being involved inmore serious and deliberate use of language.Teachers also need to play some importantrole in clearing away students' apprehensionin respect of using language forcommunicative purposes. Some studentsreported that they had very limitedknowledge of English; and that they could notspeak English. However, the studentsreported this in English which means thestudents can perform well if they areencouraged andmotivated by the teacher. Soteachers should tell the students that theycan achieve the tasks they are asked toperform.
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